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ABSTRACT
. •Science and technology have provided mankind with
the challenge of adjusting his social and political in
stitutions to cope with technological changes.

Space ex

ploration and exploitation is an area where cost and the
necessary technological sophistication is high, and ad
vanced nations have the advantage.

There seems to he a

concensus among nations however, that utilization of space
should he for peaceful purposes, and that space technology
should he made available to all nations on a

nondiscrim-

inatory basis,
The International Telecommunications Satellite
Consortium is an international organization established to
exploit the potential of Communications satellite technol
ogy, and provide a single global satellite system.

The

Consortium was investigated as an example of a cooperative
space effort to see if the stated goals were achieved.

It

was looked at in terms of its organizational structure,
and problems it has encountered in the attempt to arrive
at permanent arrangements.
From the research it appears that the problems en
countered by the Consortium are not dissimilar to problems
that arise in other forms of international cooperation.
' "vii

viii

Sovereign nations cooperate well on a purely technical
"basis, "but political questions and .national priorities
will hamper progress.

"

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Consider the auk;
Becoming extinct because he forgot how to fly, and
could only walk.
' :
Consider man, who may well become extinct
Because he forgot how to walk and learned how to fly
before he thinked .
The same science and technology that has taught
man to fly has become highly influential at all levels of
society today.

Decisions made at local, state, national

and international levels must necessarily take into con
sideration the rapid advances of science and technology.
It can even be argued that a good portion of the govern
mental decisions made result directly or indirectly from
scientific progress.
Often it appears that if a solution to a problem
is technologically feasible, it is given prime considera
tion for implementation in spite of what may become dele
terious consequences.

For example, when DDT was discovered

as an effective pesticide it was used extensively without
consideration for its possible side effects.. After it was
1.
Ogden Nash, "A Caution to Everybody", in The
Pocket Book of Ogden Nash (New York; Affiliated.Publish
ers, 195277 p» 36«

'

'

.2

determined that it had harmful effectss the first scien
tific reaction was to try and develop another pesticide

z

capable of similar effectiveness, without the harmful side
effects»

Although other research was done concerning al

ternative methods of pest control, the main thrust was in.
the chemical field, where the object was to rely on chem
istry for another product.

The- point here is that chemi

cal technology has determined the major direction taken by
man to. solve this problem.
As society becomes more and more complex, scien
tific and technological developments become increasingly
important, and to some extent act to "channel" the direc
tion taken by social and political institutions.

In some

cases institutions must be designed to cope with the ef
fects of science and technology.

This paper is in part an

attempt to portray some of the problems encountered at the
international level, when scientific and technological
capability forces change upon existing institutions.
Science and Technology
The dual terms of "science" and "technology" are
often used together in the discussion of man’s material
advancement, and all too often the distinction between
them is glossed over.

An understanding of what each in

cludes must precede the discussion of their effects.

, .

'■

'' .■ ' ' ; :

'

-

' ■

'•
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"Science" must be considered synonymous with knowl
edge,

It is the codification of knowledge into various

categories (Physics, Chemistry, Psychology, Sociology,
etc.), each having its own sets of relationships, theories
generalizations, and laws.

This body of knowledge is con

stantly in a state of development and refinement, with
newer .approaches and discoveries adding more information
to the cumulative body already in existence.

Basic or

pure scientific research is the mechanism which produces
new ideas and processes.
"Technology" is dependent upon this body of scien
tific knowledge, and serves as the application of scientif
ic laws and principles to useful or practical objects.
For example, knowledge of the laws and theories underlying
the functioning of the internal combustion engine did not
make it a reality.

The development of the engine, and its

subsequent utilization in automobiles, lawn mowers, gen
erators etc., is the application of scientific principles
to useful items.

In the remainder of this paper, when

•reference is made to either science or technology, it will
assume the reader is aware of this basic relationship be
tween the terms.

•

The notion that technology affects, and in some
cases determines the shape and directions of social'and
cultural institutions is one of fairly common acceptance.

To deny this would he to remain blind in the face of real
ity.

The influence of technology can he viewed as either

beneficial or detrimental, and indeed in most cases a par
ticular aspect or development can be both.
One needs only to review the current issues of the
day to be aware of the harmful effects of technological
progress in the form of air and water pollution through
industrial and individual waste, the aggravated and con
gested conditions of inner-urban areas, and most notably
the ever-present threat of thermonuclear destruction.
Each of these issues has an opposite view when one
considers that the industrial wastes are being produced in
conjunction with processes which provide life-saving phar
maceuticals and goods that provide comfort and utility to
people.

The same scientific principles of nuclear fission

and fusion that are the basis for our nuclear weapons can
also be used for generating electrical power, creating
isotopes used in medical research and treatment, and other
applications of a beneficial nature.

Most of man's tech

nological developments have the dual capability to provide
progress or destruction, and most often provide both at
the same time.

•

- To believe that technology is the answer to all
human problems is unrealistic, as is the belief that tech
nology is completely bad for human development.

In the

area of technology, as in other areas of life, one does
not obtain something for nothing.

For the comfort of rid

ing in luxurious automobiles we pay the price of a pol
luted atmosphere.

For.the pleasures and convenience of

chemical products such as cosmetics and detergents, we pay
the price of tainted water supplies.
price 2

Everything has its

The Influence of Technology
The point to be made however is not that technol- •
ogy is good or bad, it is recognised that it can be both.
The point is that it is all-pervasive in our society.
There is little doubt about the influence of technology on
individuals.

The automobiles we drive, the domestic ap

pliances we own, the ballpoint pen with which we write,
and even the precision-ground contact lenses through which
many view the world, are all reminders of the impact of
technological progress on our personal lives.

It is ap

parent that human beings in industrial societies are be
coming increasingly gadget-oriented, and more dependent on

2.
There is growing concern that the price.is to
high, and that it can be reduced if man is careful in as
sessing the effects of current developmental trends. This
assumption has led to studies dealing with technological
assessment and the feasibility of establishing a federal
agency for advising the Congress and the executive.
See
National Academy of Sciences, Report of the panel on Tech
nology Assessment, Harvey Brooks, chairman, Technology;
Processes of Assessment and Choice (Washington B.C.:
Government Printing Office, 19^91•

mechanical hardware and chemical processes for their con
tinued comfort and existence.
The influence of technology is not restricted how
ever, to personal or even national situations, hut is also
strongly felt in the relations among nations.

On the neg

ative side is the current inventory of nuclear weapons
which for the past twenty-five years has resulted in a
spiraling arms race.

On the positive side however, the

rapid advances in the areas of transportation and commun
ication have served to "shrink" the international community
to the point where time and distances seem relatively un
important .

It is around the impact of a rapidly expanding

communications technology in the international arena that
this paper revolves.
International Scientific Cooperation
Science and the international community are not
strangers to each other.
-V

'

..

A long and successful history of
-

■

cooperation among nations on scientific matters is evident.
Hugh Odishaw notes that:
Throughout history there has heen international
cooperation .in science even when nations have been
unable to cooperate on anything else.
Science and
scientists have a kind of objectivity which is con
genial to cooperation.
The very nature of science
is not only conducive to cooperation, but indeed

demands it, for no man, no nation has a monopoly
on science .J
The first major success in international scientific
cooperation was in 1882-1883$ when twenty countries par
ticipated in the First International Polar Year.

The ob

jective of the cooperative effort was research in the areas
of geomagnetism, surface meteorology, and the Aurora Bor
ealis, and was carried out in the high northern latitudes.
The Second International Polar Year in 1932 was not quite
as wide in scope due to the world-wide economic depression,
but forty countries participated in research similar to
that of the First International Polar Year, with the addi
tion of ionospheric physics .^
The International Geophysical Year (IGY) was cre
ated under the supervision of the International Council of
Scientific Unions (ICSU), and lasted from July 1, 1957
through December 31, 1958.

The IGY represented the efforts

of scientists from 66 countries, some 50,000 in all, to in
vestigate the character of the earth and its surroundings.
The nature of the research ranged from the study of drift
ing ice, to satellite experiments.

The key to the success

3. Hugh Odishaw, "International Cooperation",
International Science & Technology, prototype issue, 1961,
p. 28. .
4. Leonard E . Schwartz, International Organiza
tions and Space Cooperation (Philadelphia, Pa.: Rittenhouse Press Inc., 1962)1 pp. 15-16«

of the. IGY as viewed by Odishaw was the limited involve
ment of governments.

The organization and administrative

hierarchy under the ICSU was simple and uncomplicated.^
The International Year of the Quiet Sun (IQSY)
during 1964-6.5, was the latest effort by the ICSU to pro
mote international scientific cooperation on such a large
scale'.

The object of research was to study the sun and

its terrestrial and interplanetary effects during a period
-

of solar minimum.

6

International. Space Cooperation
The above cooperative efforts were all of a very
general nature, and were instrumental in setting the stage
for closer cooperation in more specific projects.

One of

the most fruitful areas for cooperative effort has been
the exploration and exploitation of space.

Since Sputnik

I was launched by the Soviet Union on October 4, 1957,
mankind has been in the "space age".
International cooperation in space has been recog
nized by many nations as a logical way to utilize the re
sources that are evident, and potentially to .be found in
5.

Odishaw,

"International Cooperation", p. 31«

6.

Schwartz, International Organizations, p. 24.

7

space.

V

'

'

■

■

■

9

The areas most susceptible to some form of coop

erative effort are those of a scientific or technological
nature„

The assumption is that the scientific community

is, at least initially, relatively unhampered by political
constraints and competition.

Arnold Frutkin notes that

competition does exist in science to a limited degree,
"...but generally it does not begin to approach the sur
vival tests of commercial rivalry or the bloodletting of
religious contest.1!8
Benefits of Space Cooperation
There are many long term and immediate effects
claimed to result from cooperation in a scientific or tech
nical area.

Cooperation tends to break down existing bar

riers among nations, and among the agencies and departments
of a national government as well.

Scientific cooperation

7.
Many books have been written about the various
aspects of space cooperation. An analysis of U.S. cooper
ative efforts, and an assessment of the U.S. Space program
may be found in Don E. Kash, The Politics of Space Cooperation (Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue University Studies,
1967). A broad view of the implications of space research
in several areas is found in Lincoln P. Bloomfield, ed.,
Outer Space (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1968). A
good discussion of NASA programs and policies, and a re
view of international cooperative efforts through 1965 Is
contained in Arnold W. Frutkin, International. Cooperation
in Space (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hal1,
1965)™ These books are all of a general descriptive na
ture, dealing with the broad aspects of international,
space cooperation.
8.
p. 11.

Frutkin, International Cooperation in Space,

draws from myriad fields in science, coordinating and en
riching all disciplines.

The attitudes of those engaged

in cooperative research are affected, and also the atti
tudes of youth raised in an atmosphere of mutual under
standing and cooperation.

The joint efforts of scientist

from two or more nations establishes a hond which would
not have heen.formerly possible.

"This bond can act as

reinforcing cement to keep nations seeking a common good,
despite deep political and legal difficulties.

The agree

ment and understanding of technical experts is a vital
pre-requisite to legal and political agreement in a technological age." 9
There is great optimism that cooperation on a
scientific or technical level will lead to eventual polit
ical cooperation.

In a statement on international cooper

ation, Hubert H. Humphrey arrived at the following
conclusions:

.

'

v

When the technology exists to make international
cooperation a sensible affair, when national leaders
perceive the existence of a common interest in work■ ing together, and When international institutions
exist or can he designed, you have all the necessary
elements for another step forward in international
• organization for some defineable, limited purpose.
9- Arthur L. Levine, "Cooperation in Space— The
Governmental Side," in Proceedings of the Conference on
Space Science and Space Law, ed.'hy Mortimer D. Schwartz.
"(South Hackensack, New Jersey; Fred B. Rothman & Co.,
1964), pp. 86-8 8.

This, I suspect, is how world, community ulti
mately will he achieved— and with it world order
and world peace.
On the other hand, Arnold Frutkin notes that evi
dence appears" overwhelming that "Scientists confronted with
the exigencies of national need have reacted much as other
patriotic citizens, professional and non-professional."^^
In general however, cooperation in even limited form would
seem preferable, on the assumption that some bond of mutual
trust might be formed.
Methods of Space Cooperation
In the area of space research, many types of inter
national cooperation are available.
'

five basic patterns.

12

Eilene Galloway notes
'

The first of these is the collec

tive effort of nations or groups of nations to reach multi
lateral or bilateral agreements.

The European Launcher

Development Organization (ELDO) and the European Space
Research Organization (ESRO) are representative examples
of this pattern.

The second pattern is cooperation within

10. Lee Loevinger, "Cooperation in International
Communications." Department of State Bulletin, LIII
(November 22, 1965)7 p « 384"
11.

Frutkin, International Cooperation in Space,
<

■
■ "i '
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p . 14.
12. Eilene Galloway, "General Principles Governing
Space Activities," in Proceedings of the 6th Colloquium on
the Law of Outer Space, ed. by Andrew G. Haley (Washington
D.C.: International Institute of Space Law, 1964), pp.
1—4.

near universal international intergovernmental organiza
tions, particularly the United Nations and its operating
agencies.

The third pattern concerns cooperation in the

international scientific community, most notably the In
ternational Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), and its
Committee on Space Research (COSPAR). . Professional
associations not connected with the ICSU, Such as the In
ternational. Astronautical Federation (IAF) and the Inter
national Academy of Astronautics make up the fourth type
of cooperation.

The final pattern consists of organiza

tions sponsored by the business interests of nations in
volved in space research activities.

In Europe, EUROSPACE

is the business' voice, and in Britain the British Space
Development Company (BSDC) advances the interest of the
industries.
Hugh Odishaw breaks down the forms of international
cooperation into three types:

cooperation among scien

tists; governmental cooperation; and cooperation sponsored
by intergovernmental bodies such as the United Nations.
Briefly, cooperative efforts may be characterized
as universal, multilateral, or bilateral in scope, and
governmental or non-governmental in affiliation.

Figure 1

13.
Hugh Odishaw, "Science and Space," in Outer
Space, ed. by Lincoln P. Bloomfield (New York: Frederick
A. Praeger, 1968), p. 84.
~
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Fig„ 1„ Types of International
Scientific Cooperation

is a graphic presentation of these relationships with
examples of international cooperative efforts that fall
under the various categories.

.

It should he-kept in mind that cooperative efforts
necessarily overlap among the various international organ
izations and it is difficult to separate efforts according
to neat, mutually exclusive categories.

The interplay of

all types is necessary for the initiation or completion
of a successful cooperative program. iV
Goals of International Space Cooperation
Irrespective of the form of cooperation for space
re@p.archL, it .s.e.ems clear that the nations and organizations
.

involved are convinced that the fruits of research should
he made available to all of mankind, and that outer space
should not he an arena for the pursuit ’of national aspira
tions.

This, at least, the publicly stated position of

nations and organizations engaged in space research, and
'is evidenced by statements made in charters and resolutions
of organizations, and public statements of individual
leaders.

Whether or not the facts support this position

is an underlying concern of this paper.
- 14.

Galloway,

"General Principles", p. 4. .

.
:
Organizations

,

•.

;

.

15

The basic goals of peaceful use, and sharing of
.
-'
■
■ ' .
y
- technology are contained in the opening phrases of the
National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, which estab
lished our space agency in the form of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

The Act

states unequivocahly that "The Congress hereby declares
that it is the policy of the United States that activities
in space should h e .devoted to peaceful purposes for the
benefit of all mankind.

The fact that NASA was estab

lished as a civilian agency in spite of the obvious mili
tary applications of space technology is further evidence
of Our interest to pursue only peaceful endeavors in space.
This contrasts with the fact for example, that the Soviet
Union's space effort is closely connected with her military
affairs.
Another organization of international importance,
the International Astronautical Federation (lAP) was or
ganized as early as 1951 ? and consists of over
societies interested in astronautics.

J>0 national

According to the

1962 constitution, the goals of the organization are:
To foster the developments of astronautics, for
peaceful purposes, to encourage widespread dissem
ination of technical -information, to stimulate
15, National Aeronautics and Space Act, U.S.
Code, Vol. IXTI9587.

16

puTolic interest in space flight through the major
media of communications, and to encourage astronautical research hy international and national
a g e n c i e s . 16

An organization that is primarily concerned with
the sharing of scientific research is the Committee on
Space Research (COSPAR), a committee formed hy the ICSU.
The primary purpose of COSPAR according to the ICSU Reso
lution that established it was to give the world scien
tific community a vehicle "whereby it may explore the
possibilities of satellite and space probes of all kinds
for scientific purposes, and exchange the resulting data
on a cooperative basis." 17
Leaders
During the early years of the space age, exchanges
between heads of state, particularly those between Premier
Khrushchev and President Kennedy, contained continual
reference to the ideal of cooperation for peaceful purposes
and the extension of benefits to all nations.18 In a note
16.

Schwartz, "International Organizations",

p. 56.
17 . Ibid., p. 32.
18. A collection of selected exchanges and state
ments concerning cooperation and other aspects of space
exploration is found in U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee
on Aeronautics and Space Sciences, Documents on Interna
tional Aspects of the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
195^-19627 S. Doc. 18, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., 1963.

of congratulation following the successful Mercury flight
of John H„ Glenn Jr. on February 20,-1.962, Premier Khrush
chev stated:

.

•If our countries pooled our efforts— scientific,
technical, and material-—to explore outer space,
this would he very beneficial to the advance of
science, and would he acclaimed hy all peoples who
would like to see scientific achievements benefit
man and not be used for "cold war" purposes and
the arms r a c e . ^9
President Kennedy's response to this note was to
suggest concrete areas wherein cooperation could be under
taken which would be mutually beneficial.
The widely shared idea that space should remain
free from the rivalries that exist on earth was expressed
clearly by Adlai Stevenson in his remarks to the United
Nations Political and Security Committee prior to the
20
adoption of UN Resolution 1721.
He stated, "In outer
space we start with a clean slate— an area yet unmarred
by the accumulated conflicts and prejudices of our earthly
21
past."
Then, apparently reflecting the mood of most of
the world concerning outer space activities, ambassador
Stevenson went on to say:
19.
"U.S. Prepares New Proposals For Space Re
search With Soviet Union," Department of State Bulletin,
XLVI, No. 1185 (March 12, 19^277™pT™TlTr™™™™""
20. Adlai Stevenson, "Remarks to UN Committee,"
Department of State Bulletin, XLVI (January 29, 1962),
pp. 180-185:

18

. We propose today that the United Nations write
on this slate holdly and in an orderly and creative
way to narrow the gap between scientific progress
and social invention, to offer all nations, irre
spective of the stage of their economy or scientific
development, an opportunity to participate in one of
the greatest adventures of man's e x i s t e n c e . ^2
UN Resolutions

:

One very common expression of basic goals in space
research is found in UN Resolution 1472, which created the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
in part,

It reads

"The exploration and use of outer space should be

only for the betterment of mankind, and to the benefit of
states ilrespective of the stage of their economic or
23
scientific development."
This phrase is repeated ver
batim in UN Resolutions 1 7 2 1 , ^ and 1962.^^
In UN Resolution 1802 it is stated,

"that the ap

plication of scientific and technological advances in
outer space . . . can bring great advantages to mankind
and contribute to the economic and social progress of the
26
developing countries..."
'

22.

Ibid.

23. U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Aero
nautics and Space Sciences, International Cooperation and
1965.

p. 194.

24.

Ibid., p . 201

23.

Ibid., p. 237

26.

Ibid., p. 225
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Another UN achievement in the realm of the peaceful
use of outer space was the treaty signed in 1967 which pro
hibited the orbiting of offensive or defensive weapons of
mass destruction, and the use of celestial bodies for mil
itary purposes.
Virtually all of the reports and recommendations
made by the various organs of the United Nations that are
involved in space research or cooperation invariably con
tain phrases and intentions similar to the ones quoted
above„
The preceding sample of public statements of goals
in space cooperation stress the recurring theses of space
for peaceful purposes, and the sharing of space technology
among all nations.

Those reviewed are representative of

the goals generally expressed«
The Research Problem
From the above selection of statements concerning
the goals of international space cooperation it is apparent
that the professed objectives of many nations are of a
universalistic and idealistic nature.

Whether these stated

goals of peaceful purpose and sharing of benefits are
merely' lip service or can in fact be realized, is subject
to investigation.

Have nations engaged in international

cooperative efforts kept these goals in mind?

Is space

cooperation for peaceful purposes, and are the benefits of
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the technology developed for outer" space made available to
all countries regardless of their economic status?

These

basic questions underlie the research presented in this
paper.
Examination of one international cooperative ef
fort , with a view towards evaluating its performance in
light of the general goals outlined above, might provide
insight as to whether or not they are attainable.

In the

course of reviewing one cooperative effort it is possible
that problems may appear which are common to all scientific
cooperative efforts? or that the institutional arrangements
will suggest possible guides for future efforts„

This

study will of necessity be essentially historical and
descriptive in nature, tracing the evolution and develop
ment of a cooperative effort, and finally evaluating its
accomplishments^
Communication Satellites
Some aspects of human relations seem to lend them
selves to cooperative effort more readily than others„

One

of the most fruitful for cooperation in our shrinking world
today is that of communications.

The necessity and cap

ability to communicate instantaneously with anyone, any
where on earth has developed rapidly over the past few
decades.

,The current methods of cable, radio and microwave

communications are becoming.overburdened due to the great

increases in traffic load.

To alleviate this problem the

'
'
' : - .'
. ;
'
best technological answer is the formation of a global

•

network of communication satellites.
Recognizing the prohibitive cost of placing satel
lites in orbit,, and the degree of technological expertise
that is necessary, many nations that desired to participate
in a global system realized that cooperation was the only
feasible alternative.

The resultant cooperative effort,

the International Telecommunication Satellite Consortium
(INTELSAT), is the subject investigated in this paper.
Questions to be Answered
.Taking into consideration the general goals ex
pressed publicly by nations and organizations engaged in
space exploration and exploitation, the following set of
questions was formulated to guide research into the history
and functioning of INTELSAT;

,

'

1.
How has the international community organized
to meet the requirement for a global communications satel
lite network?
a. Why are the nations and/or organizations
cooperating?
(What are the benefits to be extracted as
perceivjed by the participants, and what, are the stated
objectives?)
b , Who is cooperating?
(What nations are
involved? What actors and organizations are concerned
with the process? Are they governmental or non
governmental? )
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c. How are the nations cooperating?
(What
are the formal arrangements? Who is responsible for fi
nances? Who controls the enterprise? Who, or what nation
provides the hardware?)
2. Is the organization (INTELSAT) in fact one
which is in keeping with the stated goals of cooperation
in spacer-peaceful purposes, and the sharing of benefits
with all nations?
a. What problems, if any, have arisen in the
short life of the organization?
(What is the nature of the
problem— -organizational, operational, or ideological?)
b . Have problems been resolved successfully?
(How were they solved, by whom, and with what results or
implications?)
3« Considering the problems and progress of
INTELSAT, what are the implications for the other forms
of international scientific cooperation that were outlined
earlier? .
a „ Is it possible that cooperation in a tech
nical area such as INTELSAT will lead to eventual political
cooperation and concensus?
Report Format
The presentation of the research findings which
follows is not organized in the same manner and sequence
as the questions.

After collection of the data it became

obvious that better order and coherency could be maintained
if the results were organized differently.

Within the fol

lowing framework, all of the above questions are covered.
A

Chapter 2 is entitled "Global Communications," and

provides a short history and background of communications
in general, and the evolution of a global communications
system.

An effort is made to provide a basic familiariza

tion with the technology and developments of communications

23

satellites, including their functional uses and their
benefits to both advanced and developing societies.

Also

.

presented is a review of international cooperation in com
munications, and an examination.of some of the more impor
tant organizations involved.
Chapter 3 is a discussion of INTELSAT itself, its
history, formal structure and organization, goals and major
problems encountered as it functions in the international
communityA
Chapter 4 is the concluding chapter and deals with
assessing the success of INTELSAT in achieving its partic
ular goals, as well as keeping in line with the stated
public goals of peaceful purpose and sharing of technology
that were discussed earlier.

Also ventured is a prognosis

as to the future arrangements of the system, and the im
plications of the INTELSAT arrangement for future scien
tific and technological cooperation at the international
level.

- .'.

CHAPTER 2

•

GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS
Fundamental Nature of Communications
"Communication," .according to Webster, is the "act

of bestowing or conveying, making known, and sharing in
•
■ i '
■
common."
Man's ability to impart ideas to others proba
bly began with facial expressions and gestures, advanced
to speech, and then to the extension of speech via various
carriers— horses, signal fires, paper, drums, etc.— to
points, farther and farther distant.

With the developments

of the visual telegraph, electrical telegraph, telephone,
radio and now television, man has increased his capability
to reach vast audiences.

For man, "It has been this abil

ity to communicate over longer and longer distances in
shorter and shorter times that has played such an important
part in the explosive development of civilization over the
2
last few hundred years."
In a sense, communication has come full circle from
the point where one man could communicate With one other
1. Websters N e w International Dictionary of the
English Language, 2nd ed „, 19532. Ronald Brown, Telecommunications:
The Booming
Technology (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company
Inc., 1970.), p. 11.
: v

;

:
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.

■

-■

man in the immediate vicinity, through the various stages
of audihle media (speech, telephone, radio etc.) and. visual
media (pictures, books, other forms of printed matter) to
the media that combines them both:

television.

How one

man can be seen and heard by any number of people anywhere
in the world, limited only by the state of technology of
the various receivers, and of course language differences.

%

Satellite Communications
The most current technological development that
expands mans capability to communicate is the artificial
earth satellite.

Credit for first envisioning satellites

as a means of communication is. generally attributed to the
famous author of science fiction and fact, Arthur C.
Clarke, who published an article of historical importance
as early as 1945«^

When the Soviet Union successfully

3. It is interesting to note that to "communicate"
in the archaic sense was "to share in common; to partici
pate."
(Websters Dictionary, supra., note 2) The advent
of worldwide television enables one to "participate" in a
sense, in the activities of the rest of the world.
It is
this capability, according to MacLuhan, which has altered
man's sense of involvement in the affairs of others, es
pecially among the younger generation.
See Marshall Mac
Luhan, and Quentin Fiore, The Media is the Massage (New
York: Random House Inc., 196771
4. Arthur C. Clarke, "Extra-Terrestrial Relays,"
in J . R. Pierce, The Beginnings ..of Satellite Communications
.(San Francisco, California: San Francisco Press Inc.,
1968), pp. 37-43.
_

■

:

:

'

'

:
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launched Sputnik I in 1957? the technological feasibility
of a global satellite communications system was demon
strated,
._

_

Technological Aspects
In discussing the technology of communications
satellites it is necessary to review three different as
pects:

the type of satellite; the orbital characteris

tics i and the functional capabilities,
- Communication satellites are of basically two
types/ active and passive.

As the name implies, a passive

satellite merely serves as a reflector of radio waves
beamed at it.

An active satellite, on the other hand, con

tains equipment and power units to receive, change the
frequency, amplify, and retransmit an incoming signal.
Early experimentation with communication satellites util
ized the passive variety.

Echo I, which was orbited by

NASA on August 12, i960 was of this type.

The first active

satellite was Telstar I, launched on July 10, 1962.

After

the initial testing phase, most communications satellites
put into orbit have been of the active variety.^
Orbital characteristics of satellites are also an
important aspect of satellite technology.

If the orbit of

5.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Communications Satellites (Washington B.C.: . Government
Printing Office, 1966), p p . 4-5»

:: 'v; - v '

'. •
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a satellite is made to coincide with the equatorial plane
of the earth, is at the proper altitude (22,291 miles),
and is revolving in the same direction as the earth, it
will appear to remain stationary at one point over the
earth's surface.

This is termed a "synchronous," or "geo

stationary" satellite, because of its "synchronous" orbit.
Since a synchronous satellite orbits at a great distance,
from the earth, the area of the earth's surface that it
can cover is largej and three synchronous satellites could
effectively cover most of the earth's surface for communi
cations purposes«

\

■

: If satellites orbit the earth at a lower altitude,
they are not stationary, but will rise on one horizon, be
visible for a period of time, and disappear on the other
horizon =

These are referred to as "random orbit" or "el-

liptical orbit" satellites„6

Having a lower orbit, this

type of satellite cannot cover as great an area of the
earth's surface as a synchronous satellite, and more are
necessary to cover the entire earth.
is demonstrated by Figure 2 .

This characteristic

Another detracting feature

of random orbit satellites is their constant movement
across the sky, which requires very sophisticated tracking
facilities on the ground;

6.
J. R. Pierce, The Beginnings of Satellite Com
munications (San Francisco, California: San Francisco
Press I n c 1968), pp. 3-12.

SYNCHRONOUS
SATELLITE ORBIT

RANDOM
SATELLITE ORBIT

EARTH

AREAS OF
EXTENDED
COVERAGE

Fig. 2. Relationship Between Orbital
Characteristics and Amount of_Earth Coverage

■- .

:
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It takes, fewer synchronous satellites to provide
worldwide coverage, hut the necessary technological ex
pertise for placement in proper orhit is greater.

The

most economical system for a global network would consist
of active synchronous satellites.
A third and very important aspect to consider in
the discussion of communications satellite technology is
the functional capability of the satellite, which can be
of three types:
7
broadcast.

point-to-point; distribution; and direct
'
•

A satellite with point-to-point capability can
relay signals from one major ground installation to another
major ground„installation.

In this instance the ground in

stallations are very sophisticated and powerful? and they
in turn can receive, amplify, and rebroadcast a signal to
intermediate and individual receivers.
A distribution satellite is more sophisticated and
powerful and does not require the; complex ground receiver
facilities necessary for the point-to-point communications.
It is capable of relaying a signal to an intermediate size
ground receiver, which in turn may or may not relay the
signal to individual receivers.

7.
Robert K. Woetzel, "International Cooperation
in Telecommunications for Educational and Cultural Pur
poses ," American Society of International Law Proceedings,
LXI (April, 19^7TTT^31«

.

.

-

■
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- A satellite with a direct broadcast capability can
transmit a signal directly to individual receivers— radios
or television sets.

This capability necessitates an ex

ceptional amount of sophistication in the satellite itself,
a great amount of power, and modifications t.o the individ
ual receivers.

Figure 3 is a graphic presentation of the

three types of satellite capability.
Uses and Benefits
’ If space, communications is defined as "commands
given to a spacecraft for its direction or control, or
observations made by it and telemetered back to earth, or
communications between spacecraft or stations, or telecom
munications between points on the surface of the earth
■
•■•
g
using objects in orbit as the medium", then the uses of
communication satellites in general seem at present to be
virtually unlimited ^

In addition to relay of radio, tele

graph and television signals, satellites can also relay
data from one computer bank to another, survey weather for
forecasting, locate resources on the earth's surface, pro
vide military reconnaisance, and a host of other practical
q
•
applications.
Studies are currently .underway to use
8.
J. E. S. Fawcett, International Law and the
Uses of Outer Space (Dobbs Ferry, New York:
Oceana Pub
lications Inc., 19^8), p. 47°
9° Robert Henkel, "Communications Satellites:
1966 and Beyond," Electronics, May 2, 1966, pp. 83-95°.
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POINT-TO-POINT CAPABILITY

DISTRIBUTION CAPABILITY

DIRECT-BROADCAST CAPABILITY

Fig. 3 . Functional Capabilities of
Communication Satellites
Legend
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satellites for the communications hetween airborne air
craft and ground terminals„
In addition to these earth-oriented /uses, a satel
lite may be used to relay commands to manned spacecraft
and unmanned probes.

In the recent Apollo missions , sat

ellites were used to maintain contact with the spacecraft
while they were on the far side of the moon»

The number

of uses for communication satellites is only limited by
man's imagination.'
In looking at the advantages or benefits of sat
ellite communications for different areas of the world,
those for developed areas are immediately obvious,

In

-

modern industrialized states, satellites supplement the
existing communications network witli increased efficiency
arid lower costs.

They are merely an extension of an al

ready well-advanced technology.

For less developed areas

or countries however, satellite communications offer ben
efits that far exceed those obvious in the industrialized
nations of the world.
One advantage offered to developing nations is that
areas which have no tangible communication system of their
own can by-pass the states of development that the advanced
world has been through.

They are able to "leap-frog" and

go directly to a satellite system without going through the

•

'

eras of land lines and cables.

10

This does not mean that

they can immediately proceed to the advanced stage attained
by other countries, but means basically that they can ben
efit from the newer technology.

They would still be depen

dent to some extent on the more technologically advanced
nations for assistance.

In many instances developing

countries are tied to former colonial powers because of
dependence on them for their communications system.

By

developing their own system, developing countries can avoid
11
this form of imperialism.
If a nation desires independ
ence in the communications area, it must accomplish two
things:

establish an internal communications system; and

connect this system to the existing international network.
With satellites, these two problems can be solved in the
12
least costly manner.
One of the more specific advantages to developing
areas is that a satellite system provides access to the
data and techniques that have been developed by advanced
nations,

An exposure to modern technology is a prerequisite

10. United Nations, Space Science and Technology:
Benefits to Developing Countries"Xvienna:
Conference on
the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, 1968),
p. 12.
- 11. Peter D . Trooboff, ."INTELSAT: Approaches to
the Renegotiation," Harvard International Law Journal,
IX (Winter 1968), p. 1912,

Ibid., p. 20.

to raising^the levels of scientific and technological ex
pertise s which in turn raises living, standards.
financial advantage is not to he ignored.

Also, the

Depending on

the purpose and usage of a satellite system, it usually
1%
costs less to use than do landline or microwave systems.
Perhaps the greatest advantage is the opportunity
that communications satellites offer in the educational
field.

Direct broadcast satellites transmitting Educa

tional Television (ETV) programs are viewed as the ultimate
value of communications satellites to a developing country.
According to one view,

"...the greatest cost-saving of sat

ellites lies not in point-to-point communications such as
telephone messages, where much of the cost lies in switch
ing equipment rather than in transmission facilities, but
in radio and television distribution."

For low cost, ETV

can bring modern teaching techniques to backward or non
existent teaching facilities, and promote health and sanitation procedures.15
13.

The development of low-cost,

United Nations, Space Science and Technology.

p ■> 13« ,
14. Lee R. Marks,. "Domestic Communication Satel
lites and International Cooperation," American Society of
International Law Proceedings, LXI (April 19(3771 p3 41- 15. United Nations, Space Science and Technology,
p. 33• For a discussion of the prospects and benefits of
ETV for developing nations.see chapter 10, "ETV: New Tool
For Developing Nations," in Wilson P. Dizard, Television:
A World View (Syracuse, New York:
Syracuse University
Press, 19687, pp. 227-252.
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low-maintenance , battery-powered television receivers is
the prerequisite to exploiting the potential of ETV,
Another aspect of ETV is the opportunity it pro
vides to: draw a nation together culturally and provide a
national unity.

Considering the four problems of political
development enumerated by Almond and Powell, 16 it is pos
sible -that the nation-building crisis can be overcome at
least partially by the use of direct broadcast satellites.
These satellites could serve an integrative function by
linking together isolated rural communities that are not
accessible by other means. 17

Cultural integration is

viewed by Almond and Powell as a prerequisite to the con
tinued development of a country, and the overcoming of the
18
other crises of political development.
Harold A. Rosen of Hughes Space Systems Division
has outlined all of the parameters of a low cost satellite
education system which could reach an audience of 10 mil
lion students at an annual cost of about $1 per student.
16. Gabriel A. Almond and G. Bingham Powell Jr.,
Comparative Politics: A Developmental Approach (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1966j, p. 35•
17. U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Foreign
Affairs, Foreign Policy Implications of Satellite Com
munications , Hearings before the Subcommittee on National
Security Policy and Scientific Developments, ,91st Cong.,
2nd Sess., 1970. p. 15918.
36.

Almond and Powell, Comparative Politics, p. .
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This annual cost would only he a small part of the funds
allocated for education in several countries.

This.means

that the cost could he h o m e by realigning existing educational budgets. 19

For example, more money could be shifted

from textbook allocations to cover the cost of receivers
and antenna systems.
A current cooperative experiment involving the
United States and India with ETV, is an important step in
the direction of using the advanced satellite technology
to directly benefit a developing nation.

After initial

experiments with Application Technology Satellite F (ATS— F)
by the United States, control of the satellite will be
given to the ,Indian government for the distribution of pro
grammed ETV devoted to family planning, agricultural im
provements, and national integration, all prepared by India.
The arrangements for this program took four years from
origin of the idea to the stage where signatures were ob
tained on agreements.

India has experimented with a ground

transmitter and found that villages where receivers are
located have greatly improved living standards and incomes
19.
Harold A. Rosen, "A Satellite System For
Educational Television," Astronautics and Aeronautics,
April, 1968, p. 63.
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when compared, to villages in a control group which was
without means of reception-^
Possible Undesirable Aspects
While the above discussion of uses and benefits
seems to paint a rather rosy picture for the use of com
munications satellites, there are aspects that should be
mentioned that may make their use undesirable, depending
upon one's point of view.
The first and most obvious undesirable use to many
is that of utilizing direct-broadcast satellites for prop
aganda purposes,

This could be done two ways, the use of

satellites to broadcast externally to other countries, and
use for internal propaganda dispersion.

This assumes of

course that there are adequate radio or television re
ceivers in the target country.
Should this use be made of communications satel
lites, there are steps that can be taken to preclude its
effectiveness.

One factor that concerns radio broadcasts

is the possibility that local government or authorities
■ )
are likely to be more influential when it comes to com
peting with external propaganda.

Where the effort is an

20.
Arnold W. Frutkin, "International Cooperatio
in Space," Science, July 24 , 1970 , p.. 334.
See also S. K.
G-haswala, "The Next Decade; TV By Satellite," Science
News, August 16, 1969 ? P » 136.
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internal one however, and support of local leaders is
prevalent, it could he very effective.
When propaganda efforts are aimed at exportation,
the target countries may have to resort to technical means
of eliminating offensive broadcasts.

This could take the

form of jamming, insuring that local receivers have a
selective reception capability, or, when a country has the
necessary technological sophistication, destruction of the
offending transmitter, i.e., satellite.
When direct-broadcast satellites become a reality,
some form of agreement on content of programs will prob
ably be necessary.

This will not be easy because of the

problem of determining what content is "good" and what is
"bad", as standards and values vary with each country, and
within each country.
to another.

What is "truth" to one, is propaganda

Other means of control mentioned earlier, like

jamming and selective receivers may pose enough of a threat
to influence nations not to export propaganda, but this
remains to be seen.
Another undesirable aspect of communications sat
ellites is that while they may be used for such beneficial
purposes as raising the standard of living in developing
areas via educational television, there is also the chance
that the same television that provides this knowledge will
also bring the backward areas of the world into closer

;

■■

V

■

contact and exposure to modern advanced nations.

■
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This

could have detrimental effects by producing dissatisfaction
in the population with their own relative backwardness. 21
Rather than leading to progress and development, ETY could
conceivably cause instability and restlessness«
In conclusion then, it would seem that communica
tions satellites, as do other technical innovations, pro
vide mixed blessings.

Although technically they are

neutral devices, their uses can be either beneficial and
peaceful, or hostile and filled with propaganda.

It would

appear that the good points of communications.
.satellites —
their use to raise standards of living, provide cultural
cohesion, etc., —

are probably just as exaggerated as the

proposed dangers that arise through their use to produce
propaganda for political or cultural hegemony.
Cooperation in Communication
Cooperation in general is accepted as a good and
desirable thing.

The word "cooperation" itself is referred

to by Don E. Kash as a "God-word", i.e., a word that is
accepted by many because its antonym is undesirable.

In

the case of "cooperation", "conflict" is the antonym, and
one does not normally win general favor by supporting
21.
Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in
Changing Societies (New Haven; Yale University Press,
T 9 W 7 p • 37.
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it,
- In the field of space communications, cooperation is
not only a good thing, but is a necessity.

With the ever-

increasing expansion of facilities, and demands for use of
the radio frequency spectrum;, the interests of various
nations may overlap and interfere with each other.

In

recognition of the fact that the radio frequency spectrum
is a finite resource, the most sensible way to attain
maximum utilization is through international cooperation.
International and Regional Organizations ,
The need for global communications cooperation has
been the concern of several organizations, many of which
are agencies of the United Nations.

In the discussion that

follows, three UN agencies and one regional organization
involved with cooperation in global communications will be
examined.

These organizations are not. the sole actors on

.the communications scene, but seem to constitute the inner
circle of actors concerned with communications cooperation.
International Telecommunications Union (ITU).

Co

operation among states in the field of telecommunications
has a long and successful history, with the ITU as the main,
actor.

The ITU had its beginnings in the International
. 22.

Kash, Politics,of Space Cooperation, p. 9•

2 3 ° Loevinger, "Cooperation in International
Communications," p . 8 2 8 .

■

:
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Telegraph Union which was organized in 1865, and was in24
corporated into the United Nations in 1949.
The ITU
■

performs primarily a regulatory and coordinating function
in the areas of maintaining international cooperation in
telecommunications, developing technical capabilities,
and improving the efficiency of the international telecom
munications system.

It sets the standard operating pro-,

cedures for the international community, including
allocation of frequencies.

„

The influence of the ITU on satellite communica
tions is illustrated by its Extraordinary Administrative
Radio Conference of 1963$ which allocated frequency bands
for space radio communications.
Another outcome of this
"
'
\
.
•: . • '
conference was a recommendation which pointed out "that
all Members and Associate Members of the Union have an
interest in and right to an equitable and rational use of
frequency bands allocated for space communications." 25
The conference also recommended,
That the utilization and exploitation of the
frequency spectrum for space communications be
subject to international agreements based on
principles of justice and equity permitting the
use and sharing of allocated frequency bands in
the interests of all nations.
25. United Nations, Committee on the Peaceful Uses
of Outer Space, Space Activities and Resources, Review of
United Nations, International and National Programmes,
1965 "(A/AC .105/ 26) . ”
"
~
.26.

Ibid.

v;.
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. In addition to its regulatory functions the ITU
provides direct assistance of a financial and technical
nature to countries in need of it.

The concept of ITU

assistance to developing areas is not one of charity, hut
of reciprocity, a "combined effort to cooperate in the
general interest."

To aid developing countries the ITU

dispatches trained personnel and experts to study prob
lems, sponsors training programs for personnel of the
developing country through scholarships, seminars and
fellowships, and actually donates equipment for training
27
and demonstration.,
In return the countries standardize
their procedures to conform with the existing international
he two rk.
United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO).

This UN agency is primarily con

cerned with the educational and cultural aspects of a
global communications system, and has conducted many stud
ies and experiments on the effects of mass communications
in developing areas of the world.

UNESCO publishes a

series of papers entitled Reports and Papers on Mass Communications, some of which are devoted to satellite and
27• International Telecommunication Union, From
Semaphore to Satellite (Geneva: International Telecom- \
muriication Union, 1965")? p . 264.
’

space communications , and their effects on education,
culture and science in developing nations.2®
UNESCO was active in the realm of space communica
tions at the time of the Extraordinary Administrative Radio
Conference of 1963°

It provided the conference with a

study that assessed the potential <of space, communication in
the fields of the press, radio and television broadcasting,
and th.eir ultimate affect on the increased flow of informa
tion. " When direct'broadcast satellites become operational,
and it will be easy to receive programs from other nations,
the problem of program content will be of major concern.
It is expected that UNESCO will be a prominent actor in
promoting cooperation among nations in the determination
29
of program content.
United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space (UNCOPUOS).

The UNCOPUOUS has been primarily

a body which oversees, coordinates, and makes recommenda
tions in various fields of space research and activity.
It has no real authority to implement policy, but it does
serve as a focal point of coordination within the United
Nations structure.
28. See also United Nations, Educational, Scien
tific and Cultural Organization, Communication in the
Space Age (Paris, France: UNESCO^ 1988)1
29 • •
. United Nations, Space Activities and Re
sources , p. 2.1.

.

. In light of General Assembly Resolutions 1721 and

1802, and two reports prepared by the ITU, the committee
made the recommendation that all member states proceed
.expeditiously with efforts to establish a global communi
cations system from which all nations could benefit.

It

also invited other specialized agencies and international
organizations to engage in t his.activity.^
European Conference on Satellite Communications
(GETS).

Early European concern in the area of space com

munications was evident when the European Conference of
Postal and Telecommunications Administration! (CEPT) created
an ad hoc committee in December 1962.

The purpose of the

committee was to review the European requirements for a
single world satellite system, and to study the prospects
for discussions with the United States on its establish
ment.

This ad hoc committee was the precurser of the GETS

which was formed in July of 1963°

The GETS conferences

30. British Institute of International and Com, parative Law, Current Problems in Space Law: A Symposium
(London: The British Institute of International and Com
parative Law, 1966), p. 136.
3 10 Edmund ¥. Faller, "European Perspectives on
Satellite Communications," in Communication Satellite
Systems Technology, ed. by Richard B. Marsten (New. York:
Academic Press, 1966). p. 1040. For another good de
scription of the GETS progress in negotiation, see U.S.
Congress, Senate, International Cooperation and Organiza
tion, pp. 117-120.
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represented the European views on a world system, and
stressed the desire of European nations to take part in.
the design and development of the vehicles themselves and
to participate in the management of a world system.
In addition to the organizations examined above ?
many nations have agencies involved in space research,
which, although not directly involved with communications
research, nevertheless utilize communications facilities
established through international cooperation to augment
their programs and experiments„

In Europe, ESRO would be

a prime example of this, and in the United States NASA
utilizes global facilities for many of its space projects.
Other Cooperative Efforts
In addition to cooperation through organizations,
nations of the world often cooperate on a bilateral basis.
An example of this form of cooperation is that attempted
between the United States and the Soviet Union.

In a let

ter to the Soviet Premier in 1962, President Kennedy dis
cussed the testing of international transmissions by
stating:

_

I would welcome the Soviet Unions joining in
this cooperative effort which will be a step to
ward meeting the objective contained in the United
Nations General Assembly Resolution 1721 (XVI),
that communications by means of satellites should
be available to the nations.of the world as soon

■
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as possible on a global and nondiscrimlnatory
basis.52
It is fitting that the steps toward the creation of a
global system was initiated by the only two countries that
possessed, the technology capable of accomplishing it.

In

a letter replying to President Kennedy's proposal , Premier
Khrushchev stated that the implementation of the plans for
a world-wide communications system,

;

Could contribute all over the world to the
improvement of communications media and tele
vision. Mankind will obtain"a reliable commun
ications instrument and possibilities of
expanding contacts will be opened— at a degree
never seen before.. Let us therefore begin with
clearing up the possibilities of cooperation in
,the solution of these questions.53
The above message exchange foreshadowed a limited
cooperative venture between the United States and the
Soviet Union utilizing the Echo II passive communication
satellite.
The stress on cooperation in the communications
field is not limited to the United States and the Soviet
Union, Section D of UN Resolution 1721 is devoted to recom
mendations that the specialized agencies do all within
their resources to plan and provide for the establishment
of a global system, with special care to provide technical
32. U.S. Congress, Documents on International
Aspects, p. 243•
33- .Ibid., p. 249.
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and other assistance to member states that lack facilities
allowing them to participate in space communications,^
Since the United States has the technical and
scientific capacity to lead the world in space research,
many cooperative efforts exist between the United States
and other nations.

Representative of this would be our

cooperation with Germany on project. HELIOS, which is a
joint effort to send unmanned probes to within 45 million
kilometers of the sun«

Germany will develop and provide

the probes, and the United States will provide the launch
vehicle.35

The AZUR satellite which was launched by NASA

but built by Germany is an indication that Germany intends
to continue development and testing of satellites in co
operation with the United States„

Germany has the finan

cial resources and industry to support this type of
cooperative project, making her a natural partner on the
36
space exploration team6
'
f
The cooperative broadcast satellite project men
.

•

■
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tioned earlier between the United States and India demon
strates that cooperation is not
34°

UN Resolution 1721

35« Arnold W„ Frutkin,
in Space," p. 336.

limited to nations with
(XVl).
"International Cooperation

36. Ted Shoemaker, "AZUR; Satellite Landmark,"
Science News, February 21, 1970, p. 208„
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advanced technological prowess9 hut is extended to nations
of varying degrees of proficiency.
In some cases however, as nations reach an advanced
state of technical expertise, they tend to become more
self-reliant.

A good example of this would be Japan, which

is working on a program to develop launch vehicles so that
reliance on United States boosters will be reduced.

The

launch of a 50 pound satellite in February of 1970 made
Japan the fourth nation in the world to launch their own
37
satellite.
In general however, some form of cooperation
with either the United States or the Soviet Union is the
usual approach to space research and experimentation taken
by less advanced nations.
37.
Stuart Griffin, "In Space at Last," Science
News, February 2.8, 1970, p., 232.

CHAPTER 3

V

THE' .INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
- .
SATELLITE CONSORTIUM.

When the star rose from the mud of the Earth
the gods laughed with secret mirth,
at the latent defects of her birth
Building upon this brief discussion of satellite
technology, and the review of the various organizations,
leaders, and nations concerned with the establishment- of a
cooperative global communications network, it is appropri
ate now to look at the. International Telecommunications
Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT), the organization that was
created to perform this function.
History and Background
While many nations of the world, notably Germany
and Japan, exhibit a very advanced condition of scientific
and technological progress, there appears little doubt that
the two "superpowers", the United States and the Soviet
Union, have the greatest capabilities„

One of the

1, James L, Underwood, "Satellite Satire," from
his article "Problems of Participation in the.Global Com
mercial Communications Satellite System," South Carolina
Law Review, XVIII (Fall 1966), p. 796.
;

■
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prerequisites for admission to the■superpower eluh.is the
ability to develop and maintain a high scientific and tech
nological capacity.

This is not necessarily limited to the

possession of nuclear weapons (although this is a major
factor) hut includes all facets of modern society.

Of the

two superpowers, the United States leads the world in tech
nological development primarily because of its tremendous
resources of personnel and finances available for research
■■

and development.

'Z

With its large technological base and resources it
is logical that the United States took the initial steps
toward a global communications satellite system in the form
of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962.^

The Act cre

ated the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT),
which was designated as the agent of the United States gov
ernment to negotiate with other countries on the establish
ment of a global system.
Initially COMSAT attempted to negotiate bilateral
agreements with the various Western European nations who
were interested in point-to-point satellite communications.
2. William T. R„ Fox-', "Science, Technology and
International Politics." International Studies Quarterly,
XII, No. 1 (March 1968), p. 1.
.
3• Antonie T. Knoppers, "The Technocratic Gap,"
Interplay, April 1968, p.. 28. .
4. Communications Satellite Act of 1962, U.S.
Code, Vol. X, Sec. 701 "(1962).

European interest was strong, but the individual nations
shied away from bilateral agreements, and preferred to
discuss the idea of a composite group. 5

The various meet

ings of the European Conference on Satellite Telecommunica
tions (GETS) from 1961-1964 served as a forum for expression
6
of the European views.
After much deliberation involving
GETS representatives, COMSAT, and other interested nations
during the early part of 1964, an interim arrangement was

H

agreed upon in August of 1964 =

International Agreements
INTELSAT is the product of two international agree
ments, one of a general nature, signed by the participating
governments, and a special agreement which contains the
working details for an operational satellite system (Here
after referred to as the Interim Agreement and Special
Agreement respectively).

A supplemental agreement signed

on June 14, 1965 provides arrangements for the settlement

5.
A. E. Gottlieb and C. M. Dalfen, "Internationa
Relations and Outer Spaces. The Politics of Cooperation,"
International Journal, XXV, N o . 4 (Autumn, 1970), p. 689 ■
6 . Delbert D . Smith, International Telecommunica
tion Control (Leydens A. W. Sijthoff, 196971 p . 19.
7• A discussion of the problems encountered in the
early meetings is found in U.S. Congress, Senate, Interna
tional Cooperation and Organization For Outer Space, pp.
117 - 12.0 .

■ •
of disputes within the organization. 8
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One author inter

ested in the cooperative nature of the Consortium sees
several aspects of the Interim Agreement that are worthy
of note; 1 ) it is an international cooperative enterprise
with large membership„ for the purpose of sharing outer
space as a resource for the benefit of all mankind , 2.) it
is an effort to produce economic cooperation rather than
a number of competing national systems , 3 ) it recognizes
diversity in economic systems by allowing both public and
private entities to participate on behalf of countries ,
and 4) it recognizes disparity in the amount of use and
ownership of the various member nations , and decisions are
Q
•
weighted accordingly.
Goals
In the preamble to the Interim Agreement? the prin
ciples enunciated by UN Resolution 1721 are recalled,
stressing that the system should be made available to all
nations on a non-discriminatory basis.

Concerning the

participation of nations, the preamble states:
8 . John N. Washburn, "Arbitration Procedures for
Intelsat's Legal Disputes," The Arbitration Journal,
XXIII, No. 2 (1968), p. 97.
9• John A. Johnson, "Satellite Communications:
The Challenge and the Opportunity For International Co
operation," Federal Communications Bar Journal, XIX
(September, T9^5T7~V~‘ 95"7
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That satellite communications should he organ
ized in such a way as to permit all states to have
access to the global system and those states so'
wishing to invest in the system with consequent
participation in the design, development, con
struction (including the provision of equipment),
establishment, maintenance, operation and owner
ship of the system.10
Membership then, is open to any nation willing to invest in
the system, and the agreements were initially signed hy
nineteen nations.

The only possible item that could be

viewed as a constraint on membership is the requirement
that a nation must belong to the ITU before it is eligible
to enter into the Interim and Special Agreements.

Under

the agreements however, no state is precluded from bene
fiting from the advanced state of satellite communications..
"The interim agreement openly invites all to join, whether
it be as an owner or only as a user."12
In addition to the above general goals of making
the communications resource in outer space available to all
-nations, the creation of a "single global commercial com
munications satellite system" is the specific and stated
goal of the INTELSAT agreements.

The provision of quality

10. "Agreement Establishing Interim Arrangements
for a Global Commercial Communications Satellite System,"
Department of State Bulletin, LI (August 24, 1964).
"Agreement Establishing Interim Arrangements
i i ).
"
12. William A. Hyman, MagnaiCharta of Space (Am
herst, Wisconsin: Amherst Press, 1966), pi 233.
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satellite communications service to all areas of the world
makes INTELSAT a rather unique type of business venture on
an international scale.
Benefits of Membership
The cultural benefits of satellite communications
are the same as those described earlier for both developed
and developing areas, and they are available through mem
bership in the Consortium, depending of course, upon the
level of development in a country.

In addition, partici

pation in INTELSAT provides nations with access to the
latest satellite technology developments, the chance to
secure contracts for the production of INTELSAT equipment,
earnings from investment in the Consortium, and a chance
to be represented in the Interim Communications Satellite
Committee (ICSC), which is the policy-making organ of the ^
1^
Consortium«
These benefits also depend to a large extent
on the level of a country's technological capabilities.
Organization
Considering the types of cooperative effort dis
cussed in the introduction, INTELSAT can be classified as
a.multilateral governmental organization.

The Interim

13o Edwin J. Istvan, "Organization and Program of
Intelsat," in Communications Satellite Systems Technology,
ed. by Richard B. Marsten (New York: Academic Press,
1966), p. 931.
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Agreement is signed 73y governments in the Consortium even
though the agent that signs the Special Agreement may he a
private company, as is the COMSAT Corporation.

In many

nations however, the agent is also a branch of the govern
ment or the government itself.

Figure 4 depicts a sample

of the countries and agents that are signatories to the
special agreement.
INTELSAT must he construed as a multilateral organ
ization rather than universal because of the failure of the
Soviet Union, East European governments and China, to par
ticipate,

It is INTELSAT'S desire however, to embrace all

countries, and become a truly universal organization.
Control

.

.

Article. VIII of the Interim Agreement designated
COMSAT as the manager of the system, and the provisions of
..

.

- ■

-

‘

^

the Special Agreement gave the Unit,ed States-61% ownership
of the Consortium.

Article XII of the Interim Agreement

provides that as other members desire to join the Consor
tium, the quotas originally allocated to the initial sig
natories will be reduced on a pro-rata basis, with the
additional stipulation that the total quota for signatories
other than the original shall not exceed 1 7 % ^ ^

This pro

vision in effect assures that the United States and the
14,
"Agreement Establishing Interim Arrangements,
Art. XIl(c), p. 285.
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I

COUNTRY

| Australia

France

[

AGENT.(SIGNATORY)

Overseas Telecommunications
Commission*

| Government of the' French

J Republic
[___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
| Germany

j

Japan

| Deutsches Bundespost*

Kokusai Denshin Denwa
Company Ltd.**

| United States

Communications Satellite
Corporation**

J

Government of the State
of Spain

Spain

Fig. 4. Sample of the Types of Agents Who
are Signatories to the Special Agreement

^"Government Agency
**Private Company or Agency

•
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Western European nations will control at least 80% of the
Consortium, with the United States retaining at least 50%„
Figure 5 provides a view of the interim structure of
INTELSAT, and the ownership quotas at the time of its cre
ation.
The Interim Communications Satellite Committee
(ICSC). is the policy-making body of the Consortium.

To be

a member of the ICSC a nation or a group of nations col
lectively must possess 1.5% of the total ownership.

This

assures that the most frequent users have the most voice
in the decisions.

The quotas assigned at the- creation of

the Consortium probably reflected the usage at the time
(196k)„ but as time has passed, new nations have joined,
and nations have increased their capabilities in the com
munications field, the percentage of usage has become incongruent with the voting strengths.

This is illustrated

by the fact that although currently the United States owns
52.8%, usage of the system by the United States is down to
47%.

Similarly, Japan owns 1.73%, but utilizes 5•55%, the

United Kingdom owns 7«27%? but utilizes 10.9%.

France and

Germany each have a voting strength of 5«28%, but utilize
only 2.44%.

1q

This has led to problems in the attempt to

15.
Katherine Johnson, "Intelsat's Third Confer
ence Seeks Lasting A g r e e m e n t Aviation Week and Space
Technology, April 27, 1970, p. 120.
~

INTERIM COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITE COMMITTEE (ICSC)

Responsible for research, development,
construction,, and maintenance of the
"Space Segment".
.

SUBCOMMITTEES
FINANCE

TECHNICAL

CONTRACTS

ORIGINAL OWNERSHIP
UNITED STATES
WESTERN EUROPE
OTHER NATIONS

Fig, 5°

Interim Structure of Intelsat
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arrive at definitive arrangements, and will be discussed
later in this paper.
Finance s

.

All member countries share in the financial burden
of the INTELSAT operation.

To provide funds for the space

segment, members are billed on a monthly basis by COMSAT,
which in turn pays the current bills.

Charges for the use

of the satellites are separate from the above mentioned
funds, which are fixed by the ICSC, and used for establish'
ment of the space segment.
A user of satellite capacity who is a member of
INTELSAT is credited periodically with his quota
share of the amortization of the investment in the
space segment and the return on invested capital.
Thus, if a member's use of the satellites is pre
cisely proportional to his investment in the space
segment, the net amount paid for the use of the
satellites becomes in effect, only that portion of
the charge which represents operating costs.^6
Problems
In spite of the progress made by the Consortium in
the creation of a global system, and its many successful
launches, certain problems have become obvious over the
short life of the organization.

Three that are of para

mount importance are the issues of 1 ) regional/domestic
satellite systems, 2.) the non-participation of the Soviet
16.
sat, " p . 933»

Istvan,

"Organization and Program of Intel
■

;

-
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Union and other communist states, and 3 ) the issue of who
should control the decision-making of the Consortium.
These problems are related, and the problem of control is
probably the most critical.
Article IX of the Interim Agreement requires that
action be taken by the ICSC to make recommendations to the
member nations concerning definitive, permanent arrange
ments for the operation of the Consortium.

The report was

to be rendered not later than January 1, 1969, and an
international conference was to convene within three months
of the submission of the ICSC1s recommendations, to con
sider the proposals and arrive at a permanent organization.
'The conference met initially in February and March of 1969,
in November of 1969, and again in March of 1970.

It has

been within the context of these meetings that the various
problems have surfaced.
Regional/Domestic Systems
When satellite technology was in its infant stages,
it was thought that a system of random orbit satellites
(such as Telstar) would be the answer to the .development of
/

a worldwide system.

..

With the use of such technology, re

gional or domestic systems would be prohibitively expensive.
Once, however, it became technologically possible to build
a geostationary "synchronous" system, the cost was reduced
considerably, and various nations and groups of nations

•

' '

-- -' ''-
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began to consider satellite systems for domestic and regxonal use»17
No matter which type of system is used, the major
problem, faced by nations or groups of nations who desire
to establish a regional system is the lack of necessary
launch facilities and vehicles with which to place their
satellites in orbit.

NASA does launch satellites devel

oped by foreign powers, but it needs the State Department's
approval to do so.. The State Department however, is a
-j«
strong supporter of INTELSAT.
Perhaps the major argument.presented against re
gional and: domestic systems is that some nations, as is
the case with France and the Soviet Union, utilize equip
ment and standards that are different, and these would be
incompatible with a worldwide system.

As an example, the

ITU has been unsuccessful in attempts to coordinate European standards for television receivers. 19
J

If everyone

17. Gottlieb and Dalfen, "International Relations
and Outer Space," p. 6917
18.
"The Satellite. Confrontation," The Economist,
February 22, 1969j p. 59°
19.
"Although there is movement towards general
adoption in Europe of the 625 lines-per-picture standard
for black-and-white broadcasts, the 405 line system is
still in use in Great Britain and Ireland, and the 819
line system is still, used by Luxembourg, Monaco, and the
principal network in France." Jon MeLin, "Eurovision,"
American Universities Field Staff Report, Western Europe
Series, IV, .Nol 2 (February, 1969)'™ pi 3 .
.

develops their own satellite system based on their own
technology, the eventual integration of these multiple
systems will he a major problem.

.

•The argument presented by the nations desiring a
domestic or regional system is.the reduction in expenses,
and the increase in coverage that could be provided.

In

Europe, for example, once the technical incompatibility is
solved, the EUROVISION television network could be made
more efficient„

This network provides the means whereby

one television program is available "through 16 national
networks to a potential audience of some 250,000,000 peo
ple."

The costs of operating and maintaining the system

of necessary landlines are high, and the coverage is only
about 60% of the population.

With satellites however, the

costs can be reduced, and 100% coverage could be attained.

21

For some individual nations, especially developing
nations, a domestic satellite system may not be the most
desirable or efficient, and a share in a regional system
might be the best alternative.

This problem is relative to

20. Stephen E . Doyle, "Communications Satellites;
International Organization for Development and Control,"
California Law Review, LV (May, 196?), p. 458.
21. G. K. C . Pardoe and L. W. Stein.es, "Future
Pattern of Communication Satellite Systems," in Communi
cations Satellite Systems Technology, ed. by Richard B.
Marsten %New York: Academic Press, 1966). p. 966.
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the ne.eds of the particular nation.

22

Even the United

'states has recognized the benefits of domestic systems and
the U.S. telecommunications industry is currently embroiled
in debate over the various aspects of competition and con23
trol that have arisen.
Procedures have already been
established whereby firms apply through the Federal Com
munications Commission for construction permits for domes
tic systems, and many different companies and partnerships
■
24
have applied.
These domestic satellites will become
fully integrated with the existing cable and microwave
facilities
These developments are recent however, and it was
only in November of 1969, after long opposition to regional
and domestic systems, that.the United States conceded their
use.

The only qualifications attached are that they must

have technical comparability with the INTELSAT network, and
23
they must not be economically harmful to INTELSAT.
22.

United Nations, Space Science and Technology,

p. 723. Dan Cordtz, "The Coming Shakeup in Telecom
munications," Fortune, April, 1970, pp. 69-71.
24. Katherine Johnson, "FCC Notified by 3 Firms
of Domestic Satcom Plans," Aviation Week and Space Tech
nology , August 24, 1970, p. 18. See also Phillip J.
Klass, "AT&T, Comsat System to Use 2 Satellites," Avia
tion Week and Space Technology, October 26, 1970, p. 20,
25. Katherine Johnson, "US Accedes, to Establish
ment of Regional Satellite Networks," Aviation Week and
Space Technology, December 22, 1969, p. 23.

USSR Non-Participation
While the aim

of INTELSATis to provide a "single

system"f it is hampered in this by the fact that the

global

other major space power^ the Soviet Uni on ? will not par
ticipate.

The Soviets view the United States' control of

INTELSAT through COMSAT as a violation of the United Nations' decisions regarding the peaceful uses of outer
space.

Since the Soviet views on the use of outer space

are closely linked to their proposals and plans for dis
armament, they "lower" the problem of space cooperation to
the earthbound political quagmire that surrounds this issue.

Their objections to INTELSAT are not of a technical

nature, so much as they are ideological.
The launches of the SCORE satellite in 1958, the
COURIER satellite in i960, and Telstar in 1962 drew crit/

,

.

icism from the Soviet

Union, which objected to the presence
- 27'
'
of "private enterprise" in space.
The first secretary of

the Soviet Delegation to the United Nations reiterated this
2,6. Ivo LaPenna, "Some Soviet Views on Space Law,"
in British Institute, Current Problems of Space"Law, p. 97.
27.
For articles reflecting the critical Soviet
attitude see G. P. Zhukov, "Problems of Space Law at the
Present Stage," in Proceedings of the 5th Colloquium on
the Law of Outer Space, ed. by Andrew GM Haley (Washington:
International Institute of Space Law, 1965), and also E. A,
Korovin, "What Hinders Progress of Space Law?" in Proceed
ings of the 6th Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space, ed.
by Andrew G. Haley (Washington:
International Institute
of Space Law,- 1-964).
'
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theme when he said in 196? that the Soviet Union would
never join the "purely commercial INTELSAT enterprise
dominated and controlled hy an American private corpora
tion.
Once the Soviets achieved a level that allowed them
to put up functional communications and reconnaisance sattellites of their own, they proceeded to develop plans- for
a competitive global satellite system.

These plans cul

minated in the formulation of the TNTERSPUTNIK system,
which the Soviet Union and seven other East European na
tions introduced in the United Nations in 1 9 6 8 . ^

This

system would involve the use of the Soviet random-orhit
"MOLNYA" satellites.
tem

has

Development of the INTERSPUTNIK sys

been delayed,

and it has not been mentioned serSO
iously for quite some time.
. Considering the Soviet actions with regard to com

munications satellites, it appears that they are highly
critical of United States endeavors until they are able to
achieve a position of equal or near-equal competence.

Once

they reach a situation of relative "parity", and see that
28.
"Soviets Adding Civil Satellites," Aerospace
Technology, August 28, 1967, p » 24.
29=

New York Times, August 14, 1968, p. .55= -

30. Gottlieb and Dalfen,
and Outer Space," p. 690.

"International Relations

they can also benefit from a situation, perhaps they will
be more prone to cooperate.

31

It is perhaps significant

that the Soviet Union has had observers at all of the in
ternational conferences that are debating the definitive

—
Control

—
A third, and probably the most important problem

facing the organization at this time is that of who should
control the decision and policy-making of INTELSAT when the
definitive arrangements are established.

Concern probably

arose first in the area of the procurement policy followed
by the ICSC, and gradually widened to include the organiza
tional aspects.

The key issue in this area has been the

dominating role of COMSAT, and the subsequent tight control
of satellite technology by the United States.

The exclu

siveness of this control of technology can be seen in the
awarding of contracts for research and development of the
earlier INTELSAT series, where only 3% of the contracts for
INTELSAT II craft, and 6% of the INTELSAT III craft were
31.
Jerome Morenoff, "Communications in Orbit:
Legal Analysis and Prognosis," in Communication Satellite
Systems Technology, ed. by Richard B. Marsten (New York:
Academic Press, 1966), p. 1030.
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subcontracted to foreign countries.

In addition to this

low percentage of subcontracting given to foreign nations,
COMSAT, as the manager, required that if any inventions
were developed in conjunction with the contract, the patent
^ '7,

rights would remain with COMSAT.

This is objected to

primarily by the technologically advanced nations, Western
European and Japan, who desire to benefit from the tech
nology by participating in the development and design of
the satellites, instrumentation, and launch vehicles.
These nations do not desire to be mere customers in a sys
tem dominated by COMSAT, nor do they wish to be dependent
upon the technology of the United States for their com..

-
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munications needs.
There are however, opposing views to this primarily
Western European position.

The developing nations who par

ticipate in INTELSAT believe that the contracting should be
done on the basis of efficiency, with the idea that whoever
can produce the required object.at the least cost should
get the contract.

They realize that their own economic

standing and underdeveloped technology will prevent them
32. Richard L. Renfield, "INTELSAT; A Proving
Ground for International Cooperation," European Community.
May, 19695 pp. 5-6.
.
33. Werner Ungerer, "Satellite Problems and
Intelsat Negotiations," Aussen Politik, XXI, No. 2 (1970),
P . 164. '
’ 34.

Faller,

"European Perspectives," p. 1041.

'
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from obtaining subcontracts for years to come, and look
upon the distribution of contracts to the more technolog
ically advanced nations as a form of subsidization, that
•
•
'x£
may in fact raise the cost of the system.
Because of
the pressures from the developed nations however, approx
imately 28-30% of the contracts for the INTELSAT IV craft
will be given to foreign countries. 36
Since a great many of the INTELSAT decisions con
cern the development and procurement of vehicles and hard
ware, it is no wonder that the more developed nations are
concerned with how INTELSAT is structured and organized
when it is founded on a permanent basis.

There is effort

by both blocs, the developed and the developing, to gain
more influence in decisions presently dominated by COMSAT.
Even though the technological sophistication of COMSAT and
the United States are recognized by other nations, they
still demand more voice in the operation and management of
37
INTELSAT.
What the Europeans want is to insure that the
permanent arrangements for INTELSAT allow also for greater
35 * "When Satellite Owners Fall Out," The Econ
omist , February 21, 1970, p. 70.
36. A good capsule summary of the Western Euro
pean view is contained in "Europe’s Approach .to INTELSAT, "
European Community, May,-1969? p. 7»
'
37•
"Can America Stay No. 1 in Global Communica
tions?" U.S. News and World Report, March 24, 1969, p. 12.

contributions from other nations? in the technological
field,

"Technological superiority, no less than economic

or military superiority, creates its own foreign policy
problems.

America's INTELSAT partners are pushing for a

space age which--if not truly international— is at least
more multinational."^
'

'

(

•

'

As the designated manager for INTELSAT, COMSAT has
come under criticism for its unique position.

COMSAT not

only represents United States interests on the ICSC, but is
also responsible to'private shareholders in the United
States, including other common carriers like the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Since it was created by an act

b"f Congress, it is subject to supervision by the State De'
' '
partment when matters arise concerning foreign policy, and
.

.

it also comes under the jurisdiction of the Federal Com
munications Commission.
Thus, in INTELSAT, the managerial organ must give
its loyalty not only to the member states but also to
private shareholders, each responsibility subject to
guidance or influence from the United States govern-_g
ment in both its Executive and Legislative branches.
The criticism of COMSAT probably stems in good part
from the fundamental difference in outlook between the
38. Robert J. Samuelson, "Intelsat:
Flying High,
But Future Uncertain," Science, April 4, 1969? p . 57.
39. Gottlieb and Dalfen,
and Outer Space," p. 692.

"International Relations
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United. States and European countries regarding the manage
ment of telecommunications enterprises.

The Europeans

generally consider telecommunications to he an aspect of
government operations, whereas the United States regards
private enterprise as the most efficient mode of operaQ

tion.

Consistent with this view the Europeans suggest

an "international" manager which is subject to control by
tfie governments of the member nations, and the United
States view is that the primary goal of INTELSAT is to
provide a service -- the efficient use of communication
facilities to its members —

and the most efficient way to

do this is to treat it as a business enterprise. 41
Definitive Arrangements
In light of the problems just discussed, the ques
tion arises as to the course of action to be followed in
the establishment of a permanent INTELSAT organization.
The differing views and problems have been the subject of
the INTELSAT international conferences in 1969 and 1970,
and some progress toward their resolution has been made,
40. U.S. Congress, House, Foreign Policy Implica
tions , p, 12.
41. Trooboff, "Intelsat:
negotiation," j)., 50.

Approaches to the Re

U.S./COMSAT Position
Since the role of COMSAT and the domination of the
United States was the critical point of conflict in the
establishment of definitive arrangements, it was realized
that the United States would have to make compromises and
concessions,

Recognizing this, the United States views

have been altered on several issues.

A summary of some of

the basic changes is contained in Figure 6, which reflects
the realization that COMSAT and the United State's are
destined to play a reduced role in the future operations
of INTELSAT.

-

»

One of the key issues to be resolved in the defini
tive arrangements was where the voting power should be
located, and how the power should be allocated to the mem
ber nations.

The United States strongly favored a vote

weighted according to stock ownership and usage of the
system facilities, and was convinced that efficient opera
tion and management hinged on a business-like approach.
"INTELSAT should, as in the past, continue to provide a
forum in which communications matters, and not extraneous
42
issues, are central."
. 42. Final Report - Presidents Task Force on Com
munications Policy, Eugene V, Rostow, Chairman (Washington
B.C.; Government Printing Office, 1968), Chapter 3/ p20.
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| COMSAT Manages

COMSAT is Technical
Manager

I
No Regional, Multilateral
Satellite Systems

Regional Systems OK

\
j Voting Based on Stock
] Ownership

|One Country— One Vote

i U.S. Has Veto Power

-IU.S. Surrenders Veto

Fig. 6. Changing U.S. Positions
on Intelsat Arrangements

■

The other key issue ? the use of
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COMSAT as theman

ager of the system, is directly related

to the first. Con

sistent with its business approach, the

United States

desired that COMSAT he retained as the manager

because of

its demonstrated record of achievements, and because it has
the technological expertise of the United States behind it.
Summarized the, the United States prefers an arrangement
whereby investment quotas remain the prime voting criteria,
and that the basic structure be retained substantially as
it exists in the Interim Agreement, with modification to
the voting procedures and veto positions.

It has also been

suggested that the ITU be given a broader role as a technical, administrative, advisory and regulatory body.
Opposition Views
Consistent with their views on governmental control
of telecommunications, many western European nations, oth
ers with highly sophisticated technology, and some develop
ing countries, favor the creation of a body known as a
General Assembly, in which each member nation has one vote,
a Board of Governors to oversee the operation of the sys-tern, and the gradual "internationalization" of INTELSAT!s
A3. Delbert D. Smith, "The Legal Ordering of Sat
ellite Telecommunications: Problems and Alternatives,"
Indiana Law Journal, XLIV (Spring. ..1969). p. 380..

-.
managership.

:

■

.

- ■.

^

The one nation-one vote assembly is very

attractive to developing nations who would not be able to
participate in decision-making to any great.extent if own4%
ership is made the criteria =
The originators of this
.proposal for the three divisions were Germany, India and
Canada.

Their views were that with their proposal,

The organization would be genuinely international
in scope and character, the composition of the assem
bly would insure that each member government should
have a periodic say in over-all policy and that there
would be a full internationalization of the manager
as soon as possible. °
Negotiations
When this proposal gained wide support, the United
States conceded the establishment of an Assembly and Board
of Governors, but insisted that COMSAT continue to act as
manager for 5 years during which time management studies
could be made to determine the best method of management.
Since this was viewed as a delaying tactic by the United
States to firmly entrench COMSAT in the management posi
tion,no

real progress was made until a compromise

44.
"Wobbly New Orbit for Intelsat," The Econ
omist , March 21, 1969 , p . 80.
45» Gottlieb and Dalfen, "International Relations
and Outer Space," p. 695•
See also preceding citation.
46.
"Revamping Intelsat," Science News, March 15,
1969, p. 256.
.“
47. Katherine Johnson,
ence ," p. 120.

"Intelsat's Third Confer

.

•

'■■■ ■

■
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solution was offered by Japan and Australia.
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48

Under this

proposal a Director General and Staff would he established
immediately to eventually replace COMSAT as the manager
after studies are completed.

COMSAT would be contracted

for a specific period of six yeafs, after which management
would revert entirely to the Director General and his
staff.^
This arrangement has drawn general approval from
both blocs in the negotiations, and it is likely that the
future form of organization for INTELSAT will resemble that
shown in Figure 7 =
issues —

With general agreement on these basic

the role of COMSAT, and the establishment of a

one nation — one vote assembly, other problems have arisen
which have delayed the completion of definitive arrange™
ments.^

Once it was decided to have the two bodies men

tioned above (assembly and Board of Governors), the
relationship between them has been discussed frequently.
The compromise seems to be that the Assembly will determine
long-range policy goals, and the Board of Governors will
48. Katherine Johnson, "Japan, Australia Offer
Intelsat Compromise," Aviation Week and Space Technology,
March 2, 1970, p. 20.
49.

Ibid.

50.
"Assembly Deadlocks'Intelsat Committee,"
Aviation Week and Space Technology, June 8, 1970, p. 21.
See also Brenda Maddox, "Intelsat oh Ice?" The New
Republic, May 1-6, 1970. ,
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY

All memBer nations Belong,
one nation--one vote,

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Vote Based, on stock owner
ship .

DIRECTOR GENERAL

Programmed to take
over managership
from COMSAT

Fig. 7.

Manages until Director
General and Staff are
competent«

Proposed Intelsat Organization

;

.

•

handle, the operational policy.
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The problem of procurement

has also resurfaced as an issue that must be solved before
final arrangements can be completed, but this may be viewed
as a mechanical problem in that more of the industrialized
nations are likely to be sharing the technology that was
RI
formerly exclusively a United States monopoly.
Summary
It appears that the major obstacles to the estab
lishment of the permanent arrangements have for the most
part been overcome.

The United States will assume a "lower

profile" of activity9 but will still have considerable in
fluence in the Board of Governors , by virtue of its 40%
ownership and usage of the system.

It will also undoubt

edly continue to supply the bulk of the technological ex
pertise, merely because of its superior resources of money
and manpower.

The other nations will be somewhat appeased

by the Assembly, wherein each will have a say in the af
fairs of the Consortium concerning long-range policy, and
the industrially advanced nations will most likely receive
a greater percentage of production and development con
tracts .

'

51.
Katherine Johnson, "Intelsat Agreement Awaits
Procurement Policy Draft," Aviation Week and Space Tech
nology, October 12, 197°? p. 21.

All of these things of course are contingent upon
the success of the next international conference, which is
slated to meet in early 1971«

CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS
After the discussion of INTELSAT, it is now appro
priate to look at its effectiveness in meeting the goals of
space cooperation specified earlier, to comment on the future arrangements that will hopefully he concluded in early
1971? and to relate the problems encountered by INTELSAT to
the general future of International Space Cooperation,
INTELSAT Effectiveness
In assessing the effectiveness of INTELSAT, one
must look at whether or not it has met the general goals of
1) being used for peaceful purposes, and 2) providing the
benefits of technology to all nations on a
tory basis„

nondisorimina-

It is also necessary to look at its success in

achieving the specific goal or establishing a "single
global system" of satellite communications.
General Goals

'

Peaceful Purposes.

.

'

Communications satellites are

neutral instruments, designed merely as relays of informa
tion.

As such they can be utilized for either peaceful or

hostile purposes.

The INTELSAT series of satellites have

been used primarily for the relay of normal communications -

'
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telephone, teletype, and television - as a supplement to

f

existing international communications facilities.

■

_

Since

INTELSAT is in the business of providing a service as a
common carrier, it is only a medium for messages.

Since

the content of telecommunications traffic is what may be
either peaceful or hostile in nature, and difficulties of
determining whether a message is one or the other would
depend on a myriad of factors —

the sender and receiver,

the circumstances prevailing at the time the message is
sent, interpretation of the content, etc,, —

it cannot be

said at this point that all messages on INTELSAT circuits
are "peaceful".

Indeed, it is beyond the scope of this

paper to analyze message Cohtent.

Since, however, INTELSAT

was created to provide a service and not to promote any
particular ideological, social or economic system, it could
be considered "neutral" from an objective point of view.
As noted earlier, this view is not shared by the Soviet
Union, who sees INTELSAT as a "capitalistic enterprise."
Sharing1 Technology.

Considering the dissemination

of technology, no clear cut conclusions may be drawn as to
INTELSAT'S role In providing technological developments to
all nations.

It should be noted that the ITU, individual

advanced nations, and various organs of the United Nations
have been active in providing assistance to developing na
tions in the creation of their communications systems.
There are no political restrictions placed on membership in

INTELSAT, and the only requirement is that those who desire
to join he members of the ITU.

This requirement could he

interpreted as a technological restraint in that a nation
must first possess a certain level of technical competence
prior to heing admitted.

With the aid and equipment pro

vided hy the more advanced nations and other groups men
tioned ahove, the requirement should probably be viewed as
existing to provide uniformity and compatibility in stand
ards and procedures which are regulated on the interna.tional level by the ITU.
One sore point in technology dispersion which was
touched on earlier concerns the reversion of patent rights
to COMSAT.

This in effect provided the United States with

a monopoly on new innovations in communications satellite
technology.

This problem will probably be respived how

ever, with the eventual elimination of COMSAT as the
INTELSAT manager.
Another point to remember is that even if all of
the technology were made available to developing nations,
they still would lack the expertise and resources to ex- ,
ploit it.

It is likely that these nations will continue

to rely heavily on the more advanced nations for help in
technological development and exploitation.

* ' . ■;
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Specific Goal
Single Glo'bal System,

If the.original intent of .

the Interim Agreement was to make INTELSAT the only pro
ducer of satellites, and to serve as the sole controlling
agency, then the specific goal of establishing a "single,
global system" of communications satellites must be con
sidered a failure.

The fact that the Soviet Union, China,

and other nations have declined to participate makes this
an unfulfilled goal.

The development of regional and

domestic satellite systems has also destroyed INTELSAT1s
effectiveness as a controlling agency.
■

This is not to say however, that INTELSAT has been

a complete failure, quite the contrary is true.

From a

technological viewpoint the accomplishments of INTELSAT are
above criticism.

In spite of. failures encountered —

mostly due to problems with launch vehicles —

the record

of successes, and the development of satellites with'in
creased capacity has been impressive.

The INTELSAT IV

series currently undergoing research and development will
far surpass anything to date.in terms of size and capacity.
There is little doubt that INTELSAT is capable of meeting
the technical needs of the world by providing operational
communications satellites.

.

As originally envisioned, INTELSAT would have been
a central unifying international agency, concerned with

■

' .■

v :

■

many aspects of satellite communications —

;• .
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education, data

services, aeronautical satellites, direct broadcast serv
ices, etc. —

"but as it is now, it is a "common carrier"

organization that functions on an international level.

As

a common carrier it is extremely efficient, and will prob1
ably continue to be so.
It is only on the organizational
level that INTELSAT has encountered problems, as noted
earlier.
Future Arrangements
The discussion of the proposed future organiza
tional structure for INTELSAT has brought out the fact that
the United Stat.e.s,, .and other .groups .of countries, notably
• 2
Western Europe, Japan and Canada,. and the developing coun
tries, will assume changed roles of participation in
INTELSAT.

‘

'

United States
The future permanent arrangements will probably re
flect a drastic revision of the position of the United
States in the organizational structure of INTELSAT, at
least as it is formally outlined.

It seems likely however

1. U.S. Congress, House, Foreign Policy Implica.tions, -p. 23.
„
2.
Europe".

Hereafter referred to collectively as "Western
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that some degree of domination will continue in a covert
fashion.

The agreement to establish an assembly of states

.which will operate on a one nation - one vote basis should
not be construed to indicate a lack of influence on the
part of the United States.

One critical view of the pro

posed assembly asks;
Does truly non-discriminatory participation
require absolute equality of voting power, i.e.,
a one member - one vote rule? While sovereign
nation-states might be theoretically equal, in
fact they are not.
Rather than institutionally
reflecting the theory of absolute equality, and
letting.the actual inequality work in an underthe-table fashion, it is better to institutionally
recognize the actual inequality and provide safe
guards, in order that all can participate to some
meaningful extent without exploitation of any.3
It is probable that the United States will dominate
the Board of Governors, where it will retain approximately
40% of the ownership and voting power.

As was noted by

Japan and Australia when they proposed certain compromises
at the 1970 INTELSAT conferences,

"It is a political re

ality, whether we like it or not, that we cannot achieve
anything at the present state without positive support or
4
cooperation of the United States."
The United States realizes in return that other
developed nations are anxious to participate and compete
3»

Underwood,

"Problems of Participation," p. 816.

4. Katherine Johnson,
promise," p. 20.
-.

"Japan, Australia Offer Com

in the area of technology, and are.seeking information to
expand and augment their own programs.

It has been sug

gested in official channels that the United States liberal
ize her-policies in cooperation and sharing of technology.
It has been suggested that the United States should even go
as far as to promote an "international arrangement through
which .countries may be assured of launch services without
being solely and directly dependent on the United States.
Recent policy changes concerning the sharing of technology
with partners in cooperative enterprises have surfaced in
regards to the projected development of a re-usable space
shuttle, a program hopefully to be undertaken by the United
States and Western European nations.

The United States has

indicated that it will follow a more liberal policy in
regards to the sharing of the technology for the project. 6
The United States Congress-was aware as early as
1961 that problems might arise concerning the United States
role in communications satellite developments, and state
ments were made concerning ftiture policy.

One excerpt from

congressional sources reads:
.5• Space Task Group, Report to the President, The
Post-Apollo Space Program: Directions for the Future :
(Washington B.C.;
Government Printing Office, September,
1969), p. 16,
6.
Katherine Johnson, "US-Europe Space Coopera
tion Spurred," Aviation Week and Space Technology, Septem
ber 28, 1970, p. 18.

■
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Thus, any system which fails to promote the
world public good or does not take into consider
ation the national interests and aspirations of
other countries cannot be expected to receive the
support and cooperation which is essential to the
creation of a viable system»7
.....
In obvious response to the Soviet criticism of
"private enterprise" in space, the statement was made that
"the appearance of American exploitation simply for prof
its must be avoided, and private gain must not be permitted
to dictate the design, type, or capacity of the system
8
which ultimately develops«"
The road to complete sharing
of technology is one that may be difficult to travel, and
the United States is no exception to the rule when it comes
to putting her own national interest first on.the list of
priorities.

In spite of our idealistic heritage which

preaches service to all mankind, we are probably not toler
ant of another nation's national interests until we are
sure ours are satisfied first.
Western Europe .
v

-

,

-

•

The industrially advanced nations, led primarily by

Western European nations, Japan and Canada, will probably
continue to demand and will receive an expanded role in the
management of INTELSAT and will also continue to expand

7.
U.S. Congress, House, Commercial Applications
of Space Communications Systems, 11._Rept. 1279, 87th Cong.,
1st Sess., 1961, p. 22.
,
8.

Ibid., p . 28.

their own programs for regional cooperative satellite sys'!
■ ' ■ " •
terns. For the Europeans, this is part of what appears to
■ ■ '
;•
he a hroader drive to loosen the economic bonds that tie
her to the United States, and achieve more freedom of
'.
9
choice in economic matters.
EUROSPACE, the voice for European aerospace in
dustries has been active in calling attention to the fact
that if the European nations do not wish to be relegated to
a permanent second-class position in the area of space
technology, they must soon take positive action.

EUROSPACE

notes that if Europe does nothing at all, they will be con
sumers of United States and Soviet Union Technology, and
"the relationship uniting the nations of Europe with the
10
rest of the world may deteriorate."
The deliberations and conferences which will lead
to the definitive arrangements for INTELSAT have been a
catalyst to the unification of European views concerning
space cooperation in general.
9. For a view critical of United States influence
in Western European business, see Jean Jacques ServanSchreiber, The American Challenge, Trans, by Ronald Steel
(New York: Atheneum, 4968).

10.
Luis Tapia Salinas and Juan J. Lopez Guitier
rez, International Texts on Space (Madrid:
Institute .
Francisco De Vitoria, "-196E77™P« 218,
.

-

'

.

.

'

•
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Developing Nations
The developing nations of the world are undoubtedly
those who stand to gain most from the advanced technology
available in satellite communications.

They will however,

he dependent upon the more developed nations for quite some
time for aid in the development of their communications
facilities.

In the definitive arrangements for INTELSAT,

and for cooperative efforts in general, these nations will
most likely be attracted to "l). applications of space tech
nology which serve their economic and social needs, and
2) the development of international institutional arrange
ments in which they can participate along with the advanced
countries.'
International Space Cooperation
From this brief look at the International Telecom
munications Satellite Consortium as, an example of interna
tional space cooperation, two things seem evident.

The

first is that in international cooperation on a technolog
ical level —

in this case the development and launching of

communications satellites -- it is possible to attain a
high degree of efficiency.

A second aspect worth note is

that when major problems arise they are usually of a polit
ical nature.

As Hugh Odishaw points out, the problems of

11.
Space Task Group Report, The Post-Apollo
Space Program, p. 17.

'

:

;;
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space cooperation are two-fold9 those of research and de
velopment collaboration, and those of regulation and con12
trol„
It is when governments become involved in the
regulation and control problems that political considera
tions hamper cooperative efforts.
National Priorities
While cooperation in space may be a worthy goal, it
seems evident that nations continue to extend their nation
al priorities into cooperative efforts.

Don E„ Kash al-

•

ludes to this situation as the "tyranny of "realism”, and
points out that although our own space programs stress the
ideal of cooperation, in rellity we have been very conser
vative about our efforts at cooperation, and we are very
selective as to what programs we undertake with other
13
countries„
;.
Lillian Levy also points out that most problems
arise from the fact that cooperation in space projects,
and national space programs are not merely scientific and
engineering undertakings.
space program that

She notes in regard to our own

.initiated, directed and financed by

the federal government, it is equally an integral part of
12. Hugh Odishaw, ed. The Challenge, of 'Space
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), p . 2357
13.
12 9
,

.

Kash, The Politics of Space Cooperation, p. -

■
national policy and purpose.
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Its successes and failures

are, therefore, judged not only in relation to advances, and
retardations in science and technology, hut also to the
extent to which national committments and goals are at14
■
tained or thwarted ="
In the case of INTELSAT, as noted before, coopera
tion in the technical areas have been extremely successful,
but the demands of governments to be given equal voting
power in the Assembly reflects the desire of these nations
to retain sovereign identity even in a cooperative organ
ization.

This would seem to indicate that the hope that

science and technology will eventually provide a common
language for.mankind and lead to eventual political cooper
ation and integration will not be realized in the near
future.
In one sense, INTELSAT has been successful on the
political level in that the proposed organizational ar
rangements will take into account the political and the
technical aspects of cooperation.

The Assembly will pro

vide a forum for national views, and. the Board of Governors
will provide efficient management and technical proficiency.
14. Lillian Levy,:; ed. , Space : Its Impact on^Man
and Society (New York: W. W. Norton and Co. I n c 57,
p p . 210-211.
:

• .
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Implications of INTELSAT for
Other Types of Cooperation
In looking at the various types of space coopera
tion mentioned .in Chapter 1, the most successful type seems
to he the bilateral efforts between either the United
States or the Soviet Union, and another country.

In these

limited bilateral arrangements, each partner knows what is
expected and what must be contributed, and each can see
the benefits that will be derived.

The NASA philosophy of

this piecemeal progress in cooperation is one reason, ac
cording to Kash, for the NASA successes, although it has
hampered innovative policies for cooperation. 15
•The:,,.non”»gov-e=rnmen-tal types of cooperation, the
International Astronautical Federation (IAF), thev IAA, the
ICSU, etc., will probably continue to function effectively
as long as they are dealing with purely scientific and
•technological matters.

Once cooperation enters the gov

ernmental realm however, problems will arise.
In the governmental.area, cooperative efforts of a .
multilateral or universal nature will probably be success
ful only when the nations involved are able to see clear
benefit to themselves by participating.

In this vein, when

commenting on the problems of ESRO and ELDO in the European
15«
129. .

Kash, The Politics of Space Cooperation, p.
' '
:,

community,'Servan-Schreiber noted that each country in
volved uses the cooperative effort to contribute .to their
- .
i6
own national projects.
The Future
The fact that, nations continue to view participa
tion in cooperative efforts from the standpoint of how it
will benefit them, is perhaps one of the greatest impedi
ments to more successful and truly international efforts.
This view has been evident in the INTELSAT discussions in
the form of the concern for procurement policy shown by
both the industrially advanced and the developing nations.
The advanced desire to share in the production in spite of
the greater cost, and the developing nations desire to keep
the cost low so they can afford to participate.

The prob

lem of national priorities is one which cannot be ignored
in a cooperative effort.
This would seem to indicate that problems arising
in international space cooperation are not to be very dif
ferent from those in any cooperative efforts, in spite of
the optimism in United Nations Resolutions -—

that space,

should be a common frontier to be explored and exploited by
; 16.
133-

Servan-Schreiber, The American Challenge, p.

.- , , • '

■;

all of mankind.

.

-

■ :

,

•
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This view was expressed succinctly hy

Howard Tauhenfeld when he said;
Clearlys man's character has not changed just
because he has the developing capacity to intrude
on the heavens» Nor has space— whether it is
viewed as a field for competition, as an oppor
tunity for cooperation, or as a resource for
exploitation — yet given any signs of sub
stantially altering the by now familiar patterns
of competition, cooperation and exploitation on
earth.
The implication that nations are jealous of their
sovereign power, and that cooperation is tainted by na
tional objectives should not allow one to be overly pes
simistic about the future of international space
cooperation.

Even though problems have arisen in the

definitive arrangements for INTELSAT, they seem at present
to have been resolved for the most part, and all that re
mains is; the problem of putting the general agreements into
the proper formal language.

It would probably not be too

dangerous to suggest that even when formal arrangements
have been concluded, they will be changed and adapted in
the not too distant future to accomodate new innovations
in technology and society.
As an initial attempt at the establishment of a
single global system, INTELSAT has encountered the problems
17. Howard J . Taubenfeld, ed., Space and Society
(Dobbs Ferry, New York:
Oceana Publications Inc., igSkTT
p. xii.
.

•'r

-

;

■
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that are bound to beset any international cooperative ef
fort in a technical area.

While something may he possible

on a technological level, and desirable on an international
scale, this alone will not assure its effectiveness.

The

institutional arrangements to carry out an enterprise are
an important key to effectiveness, and must he dealt with
satisfactorily at an early stage of development.

INTELSAT

is undergoing at present the pains that necessarily attend
the birth of new institutional arrangements.
To pretend that INTELSAT is a truly global system
at this point is unrealistic.

Should it he able to trans

form its structure to achieve a viable organizational pat
tern that will attract all nations, it would perhaps have
#

inr«ni -|wii|'
t*j

*

«*•

the potential to create a single global system.

If it does

not, then the alternative is to seek the establishment of
another higher authority for coordination and policy guid
ance, perhaps within the context of the United Nations.
'

'

'

'

{

.

Whatever direction is taken, the way will be paved
with obstacles, as technology continues to advance regard
less of man's institutions.

It is the

adaptation of polit

ical and social institutions

to therapid growth and

expansion of technology that provides the greatest chal
lenge to mankind in the era ahead.
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